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Blessed Jesus and Saint Joseph said to the confessor of Luisa :  
  

“Get down to work, for the Lord is ready to give you the grace you want.” 

 
 

 

This morning I saw  the confessor all humiliated, and  also blessed Jesus and Saint 

Joseph, 

who said to him:   

“Get down to work, for the Lord is ready to give you the grace you want.” 

 
After this, on seeing my dear Jesus suffering as in the course of His Passion,  
I said to Him: ‘Lord, did You not feel tiredness in suffering so many different pains?’  

 

And He:  
“No, on the contrary, one suffering would ignite the heart more to suffer another one.  

These are the ways of  Divine Suffering. 

Not only this, but in suffering and operating, It looks at nothing but the fruit It receives 

from it.  

 

In my Wounds and in my Blood I saw nations saved and the good that creatures would 

receive 
And my Heart, instead of feeling tiredness, felt joy and ardent desire to suffer more.  

 

So, this is the sign that what one suffers is participation in my Pains:  
- that there is suffering united with joy to suffer more. 

- that in operating, one operates for Me. 

- that one does not look at what he does,  

but looks at the glory he gives to God, and at the fruit he receives.” 
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Jesus and Saint Joseph console the father in his difficulties. 

 

 

As I was outside of myself, I saw father all in difficulty with regard to the grace he wants. 

And once again, blessed Jesus with Saint Joseph were saying to him:   
 

“If you get down to work, all your difficulties will disappear, and will fall off like 

fish scales.”  

 


